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We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally self-quenching of the fundamental semiconductor laser frequency fluctuations to a level that is orders of magnitude below the Schawlow-Towneslimit for a solitary laser.
It is shown that the main operative mechanism is the combined action of a frequency-dependent internal loss
and amplitude-to-phase coupling. The internal frequency-dependent loss is introduced by means of spectrally
narrow external optical feedback, which provides a strong frequency-dependent dispersion. Linewidth reduction by a factor of 2 X 103 is demonstrated by using a narrow Doppler-free Faraday resonance in Cs vapor.

The fundamental linewidth of semiconductor lasers
is a topic of continuing interest. The quantum limit
as derived by Schawlow and Townes varies as the
square of the optical mode volume. In small-volume
semiconductor lasers this translates typically to a
linewidth of a few megahertz. In the case of semiconductors1' 3 the linewidth is also increased by an
additional factor (1 + a2), where a, the amplitudeto-phase coupling factor, is in the range of 3-6.
In a previous Letter it was pointed out that the
amplitude-to-phase coupling mechanism can be exploited to quench the semiconductor laser linewidth
even below the Schawlow-Townes limit.4 This can
be achieved by including a frequency-dependent loss
mechanism in the laser cavity. In this Letter we
show that a frequency-dependent optical feedback,
produced by a narrow Doppler-free Faraday resonance from Cs vapor, can give rise to a few orders of
magnitude reduction of the quantum-limited laser
linewidth. We first review the basic predictions of

our general model, then analyze the situation in

which an external frequency-dependent element provides a weak optical feedback to the semiconductor
laser. Finally we compare the predictions of the
theory with our experimental results.
To model the effects of a frequency-dependent loss

we use the Van der Pol laser oscillator driven

by spontaneous emission. In Ref. 4 the dispersive
loss mechanism was represented by a frequency1
dependent photon lifetime, T,-' = TPo+ 2CO. In
this Letter we expand this model to include also the
attendant frequency-dependent index change. This
can be accounted for by allowing C to be a complex quantity, C = Cr + iC1 , where Cr represents
a frequency-dependent loss and C1 represents a
frequency-dependent index change. The modified
Van der Pol equations are therefore given by4
6 + &w15
+ AoCr = Ai/2(om,
Ao(1 + CO)O- aw 1 8

Ar/2Wm.

(1)

With the use of Laplace transform methods the
autocorrelation function for the laser phase is found
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to be
4U1(t2) =

W
(1 +a 2)
mitt2
4Ao 2 Wm 2 (1 + aCr + C-)2 min(t 1 , t2 ).
(2)

Assumption of a white Langevin driving force to represent spontaneous emission leads to a Lorentzian
field spectrum, SE((o),with the FWHM Av given by

(1+a2)

AJ= AVST (1 + aC + C)2

v(1+a2)

AQ2

(3)

where Avs-Tis the Schawlow-Townes limit.
In the case of a dominant 1/f frequency fluctuation noise spectrum [S4'f) - 1/f] it can be shown5
that the line shape of the laser field spectrum SE(CO)
becomes non-Lorentzian and can be approximated
as a Lorentzian raised to the power 3/2. Furthermore the laser linewidth is reduced only by Av =
Avo/Q, where Avois the laser linewidth without feedback. Note that even in this case the frequency
fluctuation spectrum Sw(f) is reduced by a factor of
2
Q . However, with 1/f noise only the square root of
the frequency fluctuations spectrum contributes to
the width of the laser field,5 Av - [S(1)] 0.5 - 1/Q
It is interesting to note the different roles played
by Cr and C1 in the linewidth quenching process. A
phase fluctuation of the laser leads to frequency
change and consequently to amplitude change owing
to Cr. This in turn leads, through the amplitude-tophase coupling mechanism, to a phase correction.
Note that ironically the same amplitude-to-phase
coupling mechanism normally gives rise to extra
frequency noise owing to amplitude noise (the 1 + a 2
term). On the other hand, Ci yields directly a phase
change since it represents the frequency-dependent
refractive index. Hence only C, is multiplied by a,

which can make the contribution to the laser

linewidth reduction that is due to Cr larger than the
Ci mechanism for a > 1.
Aside from elucidating the different roles of the
frequency-dependent amplitude and phase, Eq. (3)
enables one to find the laser linewidth in various
practical situations. In particular for our system,
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Av Measurement

applied along the laser's propagation axis. The

Pi
_B.S.

laser was a Hitachi HLP 1400 and was operated
single mode at 120 mA with a power of 12.5 mW and
collimated to a spot size of 0.25 cm2 .
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This arrangement produced a narrow Doppler-
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the experimental apparatus.
S.C.L., semiconductor laser; L's, lenses; P's, linear polarizers; B.S., beam splitter; N.D., neutral-density filter;
M, mirror; PZT, piezoelectric transducer.

which is composed of a semiconductor laser with an
external frequency-dependent reflector, we obtain

Cr= aK(w)/a(0
COS4 - K(W)sin)(ao/laco),
Ci = aK(&)/a0 sin 4 + K(W)COS 4(PG4/aw),
where

is the feedback coupling rate defined by

K(Co)

r, 2)r(w)/rTc,re and i- are the semiconductor facet reflectivity and round-trip time, reK(cO) = (I

-

spectively, r(w) is the frequency-dependent external

reflectivity,

4 is

the feedback phase, al/aw=

+ a#1a&9, T is the total external cavity round-trip
time, and e#flac
is the derivative of the optical feedback phase that is due to the dispersion of the external reflector. Using Cr and Ci we obtain for the
linewidth reduction factor Q,
T

Q = 1 + VTT1
+

K(C8))(T +

[aK/lasin(6

+ tan-' a)

agp/aw)cos(o + tan-' a)].

(4)

The operating frequency of the laser (ois given by
the frequency pulling relation,6
cO= Q

-

2

K(o)V'(1 +a) ) sin(4) + tan-'

a), (5)

where fQ is the laser frequency without feedback.
We find experimentally that in the case of a narrow
frequency-dependent feedback K(wO), the laser tends
to operate near zero frequency pulling. Thus only
the cosine term in Eq. (4) is important. This means
that the frequency-dependent dispersion is more important than the amplitude dependence of the feedback, aK/la. The dominant operating mechanism,
however, is still the frequency-dependent amplitude
change inside the semiconductor cavity. We-conclude, therefore, that at zero frequency pulling the
maximum linewidth reduction occurs at the peak of
the frequency-dependent reflectivity. Assuming a
Lorentzian KW(c) with FWHM of 10 MHz and peak
amplitude of 2 GHz, we estimate Q to be of the order
of 1000. This should lead to a linewidth reduction
in the case of a white frequency noise spectrum by a
factor of 106, a factor of 106/(1 + a!2 ) - 4 X 104 below the Schawlow-Townes limit for a solitary laser.
To test the theory, a frequency-dependent optical
feedback was obtained by a Doppler-free Faraday effect in a Cs vapor. A 5-cm Cs cell was placed inside
an external cavity composed by the laser's output
facet and a mirror situated 40.5 cm away (see Fig. 1).
The reflection from the external mirror was extin-

guished with two crossed linear polarizers (each
with an extinction ratio of 1:104). The Cs cell was
heated to -50°C, and a magnetic field of -1 G was

free reflection with a FWHM of 17 MHz at the Cs
F = 4 -> 5 transition at 852 nm (similar reflection
was obtained at the Cs F = 3 -> 2 transition). The
feedback phase and amplitude were controlled with
a piezoelectric transducer at the back mirror and a
variable neutral-density filter in front of it. The
maximum feedback level was -35 dB and was
obtained at -1 G. At higher magnetic fields the
narrow emission was suppressed and stronger yet
broader emissions with -200-MHz FWHM became
dominant. A 30% beam splitter was used to monitor the feedback level and to direct part of the laser
power to our measurement system. This system included a Newport Research supercavity with a resolution of 600 kHz and a laser-linewidth-measuring
apparatus that uses a delayed self-heterodyne technique with a fiber-optic delay line of 5 km to give a
resolution of 6.4 kHz. In the following we describe
experiments with the narrow F = 4 -- 5 transition.
The application of the optical feedback gave rise
to a dramatic quenching of the laser linewidth. We
observed a maximum reduction by a factor of 2000,
from 20 MHz down to 10 kHz [see Fig. 2, curve (a)].
However, this is still well below the value expected
from Eq. (4) that predicts linewidth reduction by a
factor of 106. This discrepancy could not be ex-

plained by the limited resolution of our system.
Figure 2 shows another beat note signal having a

linewidth larger than the resolution limit.

To

explain this discrepancy we fitted the signal to a
Lorentzian line shape (the dashed curve) and to a
Lorentzian raised to the power 3/2 (the solid curve).
As can be seen, the latter provides a much better fit.
This signifies that the laser linewidth is dominated
by 1/f noise, and as a consequence the measured
laser linewidth as a function of the feedback level
should be represented by a 1/Q dependence, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3, curve (a).
In Fig. 3, curve (b), we also show the linewidth
reduction that is due to the external cavity with the
laser tuned off the Cs line and with the polarizers
slightly uncrossed. As can be seen, the Cs reso-75
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Fig. 2. Beat note obtained with delayed self-heterodyne.
Curve (a) is the minimum linewidth obtained, with the

solid curve being a best fit to a Lorentzian raised
to the power 3/2. Curve (b) is another beat note signal,
with the dashed curve being a best fit to a Lorentzian
line shape.
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Lorentzian K(CO). We note that a nonzero frequency

pulling the frequency-dependent reflectivity also
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contributes. It was found experimentally that a
small frequency pulling (obtained by varying the
laser frequency with injection current slightly off
the peak of the Faraday signal) gave rise to 30% improvement in laser linewidth reduction.
Finally we discuss this research in the context of
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Fig. 3. 1/Az'as a function of the square root of the feedback level with the linewidth measured at the top of the
Faraday signal with zero frequency pulling [curve (a)] and
an empty cavity [curve (b)].
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research is related to the demonstration of frequency
locking and linewidth reduction by optical feedback
from a passive high-finesse confocal Fabry-Perot
cavity.7'8 In comparison, our system has the advantages of a long-term stability owing to a stable atomic
transition frequency and simple alignment. On the
other hand, the confocal Fabry-Perot technique offers the advantage of broadband tunability when
needed. Lee and Campbell9 have demonstrated a

similar Faraday technique in Rb vapor. Our research independently demonstrates the same effect
in Cs vapor and in addition interprets and explains

the results by an appropriate application of laser
0
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Fig. 4. Points on curve (a), the laser linewidth as a func-

tion of detuning from the peak of the Faraday signal. Points on curve (b), [AvK(w)f 't as a function of
detuning; the solid curve is a fit to a derivative of dispersive line shape.

nance produces a much larger Q -than the empty

cavity does. We note that the measurement of
the linewidth in Fig. 3, curve (a), was done on the
peak of the Cs transition, where only the frequencydependent dispersion of the Cs, ad/qaw,comes into
play. Therefore the ratio between the slopes of the
curves in Fig. 3 yields (a,'tanw+ T)/T = 16 + 1.
In order to confirm independently the value of
(alp/aC+ T), we performed a measurement of the
frequency pulling as a function of the external mirror position (by modulating the piezoelectric voltage). Analysis of the frequency stability against
feedback phase modulation by using Eq. (5) gives
co =)

an)

=

1 +

(1 +

ever, owing to the important contribution of 1/f
noise, the reduction of the laser linewidth is only by
a factor of 2000. We demonstrated that the operative mechanism in this dramatic effect is mainly the
concerted action of frequency-dependent internal
loss and amplitude-to-phase coupling, with an additional, smaller contribution that is due to internal
frequency-dependent dispersion.

a2)
+
a 2 K(cO)

-

noise theory.
In conclusion, we have shown both theoretically
and experimentally frequency noise reduction below
the Schawlow-Townes limit for a solitary semiconductor laser. Our analysis indicates that the
quantum limit of the linewidth as a result of spontaneous emission is reduced by a factor of -106. How-
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This measurement provided us with another means
for evaluating (T + agp/a&C),which was found to be
(13 ± 2)T,in good agreement with the linewidth mea-
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